We need a Senior Software Engineer (M/F/X)

START DATE
As soon as possible

LOCATION
Cologne, Germany

Who we are
Taxy.io is an award-winning tech startup and RWTH Aachen spin-off that brings tax advice to the next level with artificially intelligent software.

What we look for
The team of Taxy.io is looking for a Senior Software Engineer (m/f/x) who will work on implementing our backend services, in particular API services and ETL pipelines.

Your profile:
- 5+ years experience of having worked in a related field
- Masters degree in Computer Science, Math, Engineering, or a related field, or equivalent alternative education
- Excellent Software Development skills, in particular in Python
- You know how to develop dockerized microservices that run in a Kubernetes cluster
- Passion for crafting high quality and elegant code
- Strong interest in new technologies and willingness to learn new things
- Speaking English at a proficient level

At best, you already have experience in implementing ETL pipelines with the following technologies:
Python, Docker / Kubernetes, MongoDB, RabbitMQ

Also the following concepts should be well-known:
ETL processes, Big Data, Microservices, Cloud computing, Event-based architectures, API development (with OpenAPI specifications), Data Scraping (from HTML, XML, etc.), Testing, Scrum
What you can expect

As a Senior Software Engineer at Taxy.io you are involved in the product development right from the start and you are responsible for the development of our Taxy.io back-end components in a microservice architecture using Python. You can also expect:

- Dealing with responsibility and working as a member of a great agile team consisting of tech experts, data scientists and experienced startup managers
- Working in a young company developing innovative products in the legal and tax sector with the chance to disrupt an industry
- The opportunity to grow professionally and personally
- Flexible working hours and places
- A beautiful and central office located in Cologne’s Mediapark
- A competitive salary
- Having fun

Contact

Please submit your CV, desired starting date and a salary expectation to hr@taxy.io and include ‘Senior Software Engineer’ in the subject line.

For more information about us you can visit our website https://www.taxy.io/
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